Workshop The inspiring School & the Inspiring Teacher

Who was there?
1. Dr. Mohamed Buheji: Founder - International Institute of Inspiration Economy
2. Amna Buheji: Leader of Youth - International Institute of Inspiration Economy
3. Director of Aleman private school
4. 30-40 teachers

What was the event about?
1. Event Tagline: "From objecting to produce students that get great marks-only-, to aiming to produce inspiring students that will surely change something in the world"

2. Memorable information:
   a- Failure + Repetition + Challenge = inspired mind
   b- School & Family are the two environments that can plant the seeds to produce a citizen that affects through having a development driven economy
   c- Let the students create their own 'recipe' when it comes to explaining a lesson, doing a project .. etc

Where did the event take place?
1. Aleman private school, Isa town
2. The executive meeting room

When did the event take place?
Speakers and presentations: 10:30am - 12pm

Why was the event scheduled?
1. To inspire the teacher to give their 'own' absolute best ways in teaching students.
2. Define what is 'inspiration economy' and its importance for the next generation because of the curtain circumstances.
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